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Faculty Program Unit (if Applicable) Degree 

Designation 
Type of 
Modification 

Brief Description Date Effective 
(MM/DD/YYYY) 

University of 
Toronto 
Mississauga 

Master of 
Forensic 
Accounting 

Institute for 
Management  and 
Innovation 

M.F.Acc. New master’s 
program 

The Master of Forensic Accounting (M.F.Acc.) is a six session, 
part-time program offered through the Institute for 
Management and Innovation at the University of Toronto 
Mississauga. The program consists of ten half-courses, nine of 
which will be offered online through an established interactive 
learning platform. The program contains a final capstone 
course which will be offered during a one-week in-residence 
session.  The program supports the development of academic 
and professional leadership in response to complex financial 
crime that requires the financial, systems, investigative and 
legal expertise of accounting professionals with specialized 
training, and the emerging field of forensic accounting 
research that is developing around the professional practice. 
The M.F.Acc. degree program will educate students in forensic 
accounting and investigation, data analytics and security, fraud 
and cybercrime, fraud prevention, risk assessment and 
investigation, legal and legal process issues, and psychological 
aspects of white-collar crime. 

09/01/2017 

Toronto School 
of Theology 
 

Master of 
Arts in 
Theological 
Studies 

n/a M.A. New master’s 
program 

The conjoint M.A. in Theological Studies will be offered 
conjointly by the University of Toronto and the Toronto School 
of Theology.  It is a three-session, research full-time program 
that consists of 4.0 FCEs.  Students will complete the degree 
through either coursework or coursework and a master’s 
research paper.  The degree program is intended for students 
who wish to engage in academic inquiry pertaining to the 
critical self-understanding of a faith tradition in relation to its 

09/01/2017 
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sacred texts, histories, structures of thought, patterns of 
communal life, professional practice, social location and public 
involvement.  The program will provide students with the 
analytical skills, methodological rigour and knowledge base 
that will enable them to carry out innovative research in 
theological studies at the master’s level. The degree program 
will have its centre of gravity in Christianity and its perspective 
will be ecumenical, meaning that graduates will have an 
appreciation and understanding of the various theological 
traditions represented by TST’s member colleges and faculty.  
The program will attract those interested in pursuing doctoral 
studies.  It will also appeal to those interested in, or currently 
in, positions of leadership in ecclesiastical and public-sector 
institutions who wish to enhance their skills or to research 
important issues.  The conjoint M.A. is closely aligned with the 
existing conjoint Ph.D. in Theological Studies which 
commenced in September 2015. 


